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Abstract. An architect’s daily routine involves working with drawings.
They use either a pen or a computer to sketch out their ideas or to
do a drawing to scale. We therefore propose the use of a sketch-based
approach when using the floor plan repository for queries. This enables
the user of the system to sketch a schematic abstraction of a floor plan
and search for floor plans that are structurally similar. We also pro-
pose the use of a visual query language, and a semantic structure as put
forward by Langenhan. An algorithm extracts the semantic structure
sketched by the architect on DFKI’s Touch& Write table and compares
the structure of the sketch with that of those from the floor plan repos-
itory. The a.SCatch system enables the user to access knowledge from
past projects easily. Based on CBR strategies and shape detection tech-
nologies, a sketch-based retrieval gives access to a semantic floor plan
repository. Furthermore, details of a prototypical application which al-
lows semantic structure to be extracted from image data and put into
the repository semi-automatically are provided.
Key words: semantic building design, architecture, image understand-
ing, case based reasoning, graph theory
1 Introduction
During design processes, architects use existing buildings and building designs as
references. These reference drawings are used to guide solutions for similar archi-
tectural situations. However, current electronic searches use textual information
rather than graphical information.
The a.vista concept suggested by Langenhan [1]concerns geometrical search
strategies rather than today’s keyword-based search methods. The configuration
of space and the relations between physical structures are hard to represent us-
ing keywords, in fact transforming these structural configurations into verbally
expressed typologies tends to produce fuzzy and often imprecise descriptions of
architecture. The project investigates the limits of architectural spaces repre-
sented in drawings. By recording space boundaries in a database, information
about the specific project is transferred to both the descriptive world of ar-
chitecture and the computer. Every building in the database features a digital
fingerprint, which shows the architectural situation of the building in terms of its
space boundaries and their characteristics. By providing a sketch of the required
architectural configuration, the user creates a digital search fingerprint for the
query. The search fingerprint can then be compared with the fingerprints in the
database.
The a.vista concept includes a semantic structure describing the fingerprint
of a floor plan within a graph representation. This formal representation is the
foundation of the a.SCatch system. In Section 2 we discuss related work and
current methods. Section 3 discusses the semantic structure used to formalize
the content of a floor plan and Section 4 describes the a.SCatch system and
how the semantic structure is used for similarity-based retrieval. In Section 6
we compare the results to existing projects and concepts. Section 6 presents
an evaluation of the visual query language. Possible future developments and a
summary can be found in Section 7.
2 Related Work
Since the middle of the 1990s the approach of applying Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) to design and architectural tasks has been known as Case-Based De-
sign (CBD). The case-base contains information on buildings that have already
been built or designed, enabling the computer to adapt solutions accordingly, on
its own or with help from the architects. Two studies have been published by
Heylighen in 2001 [2] and by Richter et al. in 2007 [3].
Table 1 gives an overview of CBD systems from the past 15 years of research
activity in the field of Case-Based Design. The table concentrates on the de-
velopment of different CBD applications with regards to the features supported
by the software. The marked fields show whether the appropriate feature was
realized in the application.
Six of the CBD prototypes, (CADRE [4], FABEL [5], IDIOM [6], SEED
Layout [7], SL CB [8] and TRACE [9]) aim for a partially or completely auto-
mated generation of building layouts by applying the retrieved solution. Two out
of these prototypes (CADRE and IDIOM) leave the selection of the reference
project to the user. The remaining four, FABLE, SEED, SL CB and TRACE,
apply the solution to the given architectural problem automatically and generate
building layouts independently with only a few user inputs.
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Table 1: Overview Case-Based Design systems
The PRECEDENTS[10] project can be seen as a counter example to these
concepts. As the name already indicates, the architect is to be helped in finding
reference projects. This approach is conceptually close to classical verbally driven
architectural databases. However the graphic inputs of CaseBook [11] appear
to be more suitable to formulating the retrieval query due to the visual way
architects work.
An important feature of CBR is the ability of such applications to learn. This
feature is addressed in CADRE and DYNAMO [12]. DYNAMO proposes a kind
of manual reindexing. User input allows the parameters of the database to be
changed or added to according to how it is to be interpreted. Another important
feature is that of dividing a problem into sub-problems, which was realized in
FABEL. This can also be an approach to deal with the ambiguity that frequently
occurs in the description of architecture. By allowing meaningful fragmentation
into small units, a 100% match of the total problem is no longer necessary in
all cases: it is sufficient to have a 100% match of several fragments, for example
a 100% match in 60% of the fragments. A measure for the similarity between
the inputs and the stored projects can thus be determined. Handling similarities
is brought up for discussion in MONEO [13] and CADRE. Archie-II [14] is a
Case-Based Design Aiding System (CBDA) which looks at the early phase of
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the design process and leaves the reasoning process to the user. A semantic data
representation can be found in CBA [15].
3 Methods
The use of metadata enhancing digital floor plans with additional information
offers the opportunity to create smart objects that allow users to have easier
access to the planning material. Enriching geometrical data with semantic in-
formation allows the application and hence the user to identify rooms, doors or
chairs. Today we are looking at semantic models to describe this data represen-
tation. Examples of semantic models are BIM, IFC and the digital fingerprint.
When transferring data from one format to another (interoperability), it is much
easier to have smart objects than just lines or points.
When it comes to enhancing CAD models of buildings with semantic informa-
tion, one of the major approaches in architecture is that of Building Information
Modeling (BIM). Charles Eastman documented it in his books [16, 17], and Jerry
Laiserin made it popular and declared it to be an industry standard [18]. Ac-
cording to Eastman et al. [17], BIM is the process of generating and managing
building information in an interoperable and reusable way. A BIM system is a
system or a set of systems that enables users to integrate and reuse building
information and domain knowledge throughout the life cycle of a building.
Furthermore, they emphasize that 3D knowledge-rich parametric modeling
systems are central to BIM and in the life cycle of a building. As buildings are
composed of geometric components, geometric information forms a substantial
part of BIM. In addition, further domain knowledge is added to the BIM, such as
project information, light analyses, or quantities and properties of building com-
ponents and so forth. BIM is considered to have several stakeholders: architects,
engineers, project managers and building-owners.
Modern architectural design is done using Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software. Several vendors, such as Autodesk (Revit Architecture), Graphisoft
(ArchiCAD) and Nemetschek (Allplan) offer software packages with their own
data formats to store information about the building. However, according to BIM
interoperability is important in reducing costs and supporting all stakeholders.
The International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) [19] eestablished an open
specification that is not controlled by a single vendor. The file format Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) is an interoperable BIM standard for CAD applica-
tions.
Langenhan [1]’s proposed semantic structure, the digital fingerprint, is a spa-
tial, functional, semantic structure and is used to formalize the structure of a
floor plan. Langenhan introduces four main concepts to describe housing con-
struction spaces and their relations, following the paradigm of incremental space:
1. Room - the most atomic structure in a formal representation,
2. Zone - consists of several rooms and describes the functionality of the
grouped rooms, for instance a ’sleeping zone’,
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3. Unit - groups zones and also has a functional meaning, such as ’apartment’
or ’terrace’,
4. Level - the current floor level of the building.
A building and its corresponding floor plan are separated into levels. Each
level is divided into multiple units, which could be an apartment or a terrace,
for instance. Units can be further divided into zones. Examples of zones are the
’living zone’ the ’sleeping zone’ and the ’function zone’. A zone groups together
different rooms which are the most atomic part of the structure.
Today however, there is not always a strict division of the function that spaces
can serve. A single physical space can therefore have several functions and be a
combination of multiple functional spaces, such as a living room combined with
a kitchen. Table 2 provides an overview of some structural entities.
But today there is not always a strict division of the function that spaces
can serve. Thus a single physical space can have several functions and thus be a
combination of multiple functional spaces, such as a living room combined with
a kitchen. An overview of some structural entities is illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Taxonomy - Example of entities
After having introduced the different concepts, the connections between them
need to be discussed. The instances of a concept with the same type can have
either a direct, adjacent or no relation. If two spaces have a common wall and a
door which links the spaces, this is defined as a connection. An adjacent relation
is indicated by a shared wall without an alley.
A floor plan contains the level of a building, the root node always is a level
node. The level will be hierarchically divided into units, zones and rooms via
part-of relations. The resulting structure could be represented as a tree, but as
already discussed, structural concepts of a layer either have a direct, adjacent,
or no connection. This means that there are three different types of vertexes.
Section 4.3 will discuss the graph structure in more details.
4 The a.SCatch System
Usability is the main aim of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research. It
is essential for designing interfaces that allow users to work and interact with
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applications intuitively. Appropriate metaphors and devices must be used to
allow fast and easy interaction.
Architects prefer to sketch in their initial design phase. A pen gives them
more freedom than using a mouse with Computer Aided Design (CAD) software.
Using the Touch&Write pen device to draw in a digital environment allows more
immediate interaction, and the architects benefit from the digital representation
of their drawings.
As the pen and touch paradigm is more intuitive for an architect to use, a
prototype is being implemented for the Touch&Write table [20] developed at
DFKI. The Touch&Write table, illustrated in Fig. 1, combines the paradigms
of multi-touch input devices and a pen input device. The table is a novel rear-
projection tabletop which detects touching by using frustrated total internal
reflection (FTIR) proposed by Han [21] and a high resolution pen technology
offered by Anoto Group AB.
Fig. 1: The Touch&Write table
The a.SCatch system offers user interfaces for:
– Manual editing of the automatic extraction results,
– Sketch-Based retrieval.
For Sketch-Based Retrieval, a visual query language was proposed by Lan-
genhan [1]. This is an abstract representation of floor plans and will be described
in Section 4.2. The results of the semantic retrieval are represented as graphical
information and the touch interaction is a suitable way of interacting with this
kind of information. The architect is able to interact with the graphical infor-
mation using simple and intuitive gestures to zoom or navigate within the floor
plan.
The aim of the a.SCatch project is to implement a system that takes advan-
tage of the a.vista concept proposed by Langenhan [1] and the work environment
of the Touch&Write table [20]. A semantic search is realized by sketching a con-
cept of an architectural problem and triggering a search for similar projects from
the past.
Several subtasks need to be carried out:
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1. Semi-automatic extraction of the semantic structure from older floor plans,
2. Extraction of the semantic structure from the architect’s hand drawing,
3. Comparison of the sketch fingerprint’s graph structure with graph structures
in the floor plan repository,
4. Visualization of the results and the interaction with the user interface.
Fig. 2: Overview of the a.SCatch System
A schematic overview of the system is given in Fig. 2. Whenever the architect
is searching the repository, he formalizes his query as a sketch, similar to the
fundamental concepts of Spatial-Query-by-Sketch proposed by Egenhofer [22].
The architect sketches an initial floor plan with its associated rooms, zones
and units. Afterwards the online data from the pen device is used to detect
the geometrical shapes that represent concepts and lines which indicate the
connection type. An example for such a visual query is illustrated in Fig. 3,
which is a schematic way of drawing a floor plan. It describes an abstraction
of geometrical relations and functional coherences. A verbal description of the
different shapes is essential to get reasonable search results.
For the purposes of searching the repository and assessing the similarities
between the graph extracted from the architect’s hand drawing and the graphs
from the repository, a similarity measure must be calculated. In graph theory
this can be interpreted as subgraph matching. Section 4.3 discusses the basic
theory of the search problem.
The results of the semantic search are represented as graphical information
and the touch interaction is a suitable way of interacting with this kind of in-
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Fig. 3: Example of an abstraction of a sketched query
formation. The architect is able to interact with the graphical information using
simple and intuitive gestures to zoom or navigate within the floor plan. Further-
more, visualization techniques such as Semantic Zooming4, could be applied to
present more detailed information depending on the zoom level.
Further work will involve offering the architect the freedom to choose between
the proposed visual query language or to let him sketch an initial floor plan with
his own visual language and extract the semantic graph structure directly from
this sketch.
4.1 Semi-Automatic Extraction from Existing Projects
In this context, semi-automatic extraction is defined as a process whereby the
system tries to extract features automatically from a floor plan by using image
understanding techniques [23–25] and apply machine learning methods that clas-
sify the structural information. Another approach is to use standardized data
formats, already containing meta information about the floor plan, such as the
IFC standard5.
This semi-automatic extraction process is a seamless procedure which can be
divided into four steps:
1. Vectorizing the pixel graphics,
2. Interpretation of vector information, such as lines and arcs,
3. Generating room and connection hypotheses,
4. Storing the digital fingerprint represented by a graph structure to enable
searching and manual editing.
4 In semantic zooming, objects change appearance or shape as they change size. For
example a growing dot will become a simple box, then a box with a one-word label,
then a box with a longer label, then a rectangle filled with text and pictures. The goal
is to give the most meaningful presentation at each size. http://www.infovis-wiki.
net/index.php/Semantic_Zoom: Last accessed 04/02/2010
5 http://www.iai-tech.org/products/ifc_specification/ifc-releases/
summary: Last accessed 04/02/2010
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The extracted structure is presented to the architect who then approves or mod-
ifies the results via a pen- and touch-enabled interface. With the support of
semi-automatic extraction, an architect is able to formalize knowledge about
past projects. This formalization process comprises two phases. The automatic
analysis is the first part of the analysis and is mainly based on the techniques
discussed in [23]. Currently the focus is on the detection of single rooms and
their interconnections. Future work will involve classifying the type of the room
by using symbol recognition [26] and optical character recognition (OCR) for
each piece of textual information [27]. Furthermore a rule-based system could
be applied in order to group rooms into zones and zones into units. The floor
plan with its extracted semantics is stored in a repository and a user interface
is provided to manually annotate the floor plan. The first results of the wall
detection are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4: Example of wall detection
4.2 Sketch-Based Retrieval
As we are dealing with visual information and an exclusively textual description
of a floor plan is too fuzzy, we propose that a visual query language be used.
Whenever the architect is searching the repository, he formalizes his query as a
sketch, as in the fundamental concepts of Spatial-Query-by-Sketch proposed by
Egenhofer [22]. Initially the architect sketches a floor plan with its associated
rooms, zones and units. The corresponding online data from the pen device is
used to detect the geometrical shapes representing concepts and lines, which
indicate the connection type.
The schematic abstraction in Fig. 3 shows the floor plan translated into
Langenhan [1]’s proposed semantic structure. The entities listed in Table 2 are
represented by rectangles. Enclosing rectangles are interpreted as a part-of rela-
tionship. For instance, if a rectangle R1 encloses another rectangle R2 and R3, it
indicates that R2 and R3 are part of R1, such as a sleeping zone which contains
two bedrooms. How the units, zones and rooms are connected with each other
is indicated by lines connecting the rectangles.
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As discussed in Section 3 two different connection types have to be considered,
because two entities are either adjacent to one another or directly connected.
In the schematic view this is indicated by two parallel lines if the entities are
directly connected, or one line if they are only adjacent to one another. Hence,
no line between two entities indicates no connection or adjacent relation. By
interpreting the sketch, a graph structure can be extracted for our query. For
the shape detection we used the Vision Objects shape detection algorithm6. But
as the shape detection is single stroke detection, we had to add a preprocessing
step which combines single strokes following simple heuristics. To summarize the
semantics of the visual query language:
– Rectangles represent structural entities,
– Enclosing implies part-of relation,
– Single lines indicate an adjacent connections,
– Two parallel lines indicate a direct connection.
4.3 Graph Structure
In this section we briefly discuss the theoretical foundation of the retrieval. The
extracted semantics are represented as a graph G = (V,E). The vertexes V have
a different type Tvertex which reflects a level, unit, zone or room. Each of these
types has finite set of subtypes (cf. example of entities depicted in Table 2). As
the types are hierarchically ordered Tlevel > Tunit > Tzone > Troom, the resulting
graph is limited in its ”‘vertical depth”’ to the maximum depth of four.
The vertexes E have also different types Tvertex indicating if the vertexes are
connected directly or are just adjacent, both of these relations are symmetric.
The part of relation indicates which vertex adheres to a vertex of a superior
type Tvertex, for instance a sleeping room which is part of a sleeping zone. As we
are dealing with undirected and directed vertexes the graph is a mixed graph.
The types of the node and vertexes are assigned by labeling functions α :
V → Tvertex and β : E → Tvertex.
For the retrieval, the query graph G has be compared with the set of graphs
from the database. In order to calculate the similarity of a query graph and a
database graph the edit cost could be applied. In graph theory a similar problem
is known as Maximum Common Subgraph-isomorphism (MCS) [28, 29], which is
known to be NP-hard. Thus the number of matched vertexes is a potential
measure of similarity.
Our current work focuses on researching standard approaches for solving
the MCS problem and the subgraph isomorphism respectively. As the resulting
graph structure has some limitations, such as the limited ‘vertical depth”’, and
the structure among different floor plan graphs is similar, we are focusing on
finding heuristics to overcome the intractable character of the problem.
6 http://www.visionobjects.com: Last accessed 04/02/2010
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5 Comparison with Existing Systems
First of all we must state that no significant breakthrough has occurred in Case-
Based Design until now. The two studies published by Heylighen [2] and by
Richter et al. [3] discovered that the acquisition bottleneck [31] of appropriate
planning material had yet to be solved. We propose a semi-automatic extraction
of the semantic structure to address this limitation shared by all CBD applica-
tions, because the content of a database is actually the most important part for
the user.
Table 3: a.SCatch features
However, we are not attempting to solve all the problems at once. The
a.SCatch concept is simple and well defined, using architectural drawings as its
starting point. ’Room’ ’zone’ ’unit’ and ’level’ are organized within a topology
enriched with relationships and typologies.
Furthermore we create a fingerprint of the project which can be understood
as the equivalent of keywords in today’s verbally driven search engines. It is
the signature of the planning material and will allow the user to recover the
appropriate project. By observing the work process of architects we are able to
use experiential knowledge.
Unlike most CBD applications, the application we propose assists architects
during the design process rather than creating the design itself. The main focus is
on getting the projects into a database and recovering them in the easiest, fastest
and most intuitive way possible. Doing things intuitively means creating a sketch-
based query on the Touch&Write table. With regards to the way architects work,
it is a consistently Cased-Based Design concept. Table 3 summarizes the features
of the a.SCatch system and Section 6 presents results of an initial evaluation of
our implementation.
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6 Experiments and Results
Sketch-based interactions are the essential part of the a.SCatch system. A possi-
ble scenario of sketching a floor plan would involve using visual query language,
thus the first experiments focus on interpretation of the visual language. As the
a.SCatch system generates the query from the architect’s hand-drawing, we were
able to evaluate the accuracy of the shape detection. We therefore defined ten
example queries covering different complexity levels (see Table 4) and asked ten
participants to copy each of these sketches, resulting in a total of 100 sketches.
The participants were male and female students aged between 23 and 29
years. All sketches were drawn on the Touch&Write table and the hand draw-
ing was recorded. To assess the pure recognition performance, we did not give
a direct feedback of the recognized shapes. In order to measure the accuracy
of the detection algorithm we counted the correctly detected quadrangles and
connections.
Table 4: Complexity and Detection rate for each query
Query Quadrangles Adjacent Connections Direct Connections
1 # Corr # Corr # Corr
1 8 0.96 2 0.95 2 0.8
2 5 0.96 2 09 3 0.9
3 8 0.93 2 0.95 5 0.7
4 6 0.95 3 0.93 1 0.7
5 3 1.0 2 1.0 1 1.0
6 9 0.99 3 0.97 5 0.96
7 6 0.98 2 0.95 4 0.65
8 9 0.99 4 0.93 4 0.9
9 10 0.97 1 0.8 4 0.9
10 3 0.97 1 0.9 2 0.9
Overall 0.97 0.93 0.86
Figure 5a shows a template of Query 1 and Fig. 5b shows the recorded hand-
drawing of Participant 1. The shapes detected by the Vision Objects shape
detection algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 5c.
For the evaluation we distinguished between detection rates for quadrangles,
adjacent and direct connections. Whenever a quadrangle is not detected it could
cause a misinterpreted connection between quadrangles, which is also counted
as a false detection. Table 4 shows detection rates for each query and Tab. 5 the
detection rates for each participant.
An example of a false detection is given in Fig. 5f. Several participants had
different strategies of drawing rectangles, and the current methods seem not to
cover all of them. The lines do not merge together, especially if a long pause
occurred during the sketching of a rectangle. Figure 5f also shows that none of
the rectangle’s connections were recognized.
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(a) Query 1. (b) Hand-drawing of the
Participant 1.
(c) Detected shapes.
(d) Query 3. (e) Hand-drawing of the
participant 2.
(f) Unrecognized strokes.
Fig. 5: Visualization of the results.
The detection algorithm needs further improvement by using more sophis-
ticated methods such as dynamic programming [30] to achieve results close to
100%. The final system will also be interactive, hence the user will be able to
correct his input whenever the shape detection fails.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a retrieval system for searching floor plans using
a sketch-based interface. The first evaluation results show that shape detection
already produces reasonable detection results, though there is still room for
improvement. Dynamic programming approaches or a combination of online and
oﬄine detection will lead to results close to 100%.
Another focus is the automatic analysis of existing floor plans. Improvements
in the automatic phase of the extractions should help when processing large
amounts of data, as it should mean less effort in correcting the results. We used
pattern recognition methods to solve the knowledge elicitation bottleneck [31]
of existing CBD Systems.
Furthermore, we proposed a graph-based semantic structure to capture the
content of floor plans inside the digital fingerprint. The retrieval is based on space
configurations and semantic descriptions. This representation of architectural
data in semantic models is helpful to the architects using the information further
on. It will be possible to use the data within the life cycle of a building.
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Table 5: Detection rate for each participant
Participant Quadrangles Adjacent Connections Direct Connections
1 1.0 1.0 0.97
2 0.96 0.82 0.81
3 0.93 0.82 0.77
4 0.91 0.95 0.74
5 0.99 1.0 0.87
6 1.0 0.9 0.97
7 0.97 0.95 0.83
8 0.97 0.95 0.84
9 0.99 0.95 0.94
10 0.97 0.91 0.84
Combining different technologies will balance the inabilities of each one. Tech-
nologies such as semantic-based query or even picture-based query will help to
upgrade the design process. It is the master key to allow architects access to the
digital information society. They have not got there yet.
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